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Preface

This report highlights key issues pertaining to threat penetration analysis and
route planning for low observable (LO) aircraft and cruise missiles. It then
suggests initial steps to address them. The objective is to assist the intelligence
and mission planning communities, the developers of LO weapon systems, and
the weapon operators in gaining a bott_-r understanding of these issues. Without
this understznding, the intelligence infratructure nec'ssary to support more
effectively the employment of such weapon systems in a wide range of threat
environments may not be developed.

This report should be of particular interest to Air Force Intelligence Counterpart
Officers (ICOs) in assessing threat data and penetraticn analysis requirements
with developers and operators early in the acquisition cycle of LO weapon
systems. It also should be of interest to Intelligence Support Working Groups
(ISWGs) responsible for developing Intelligence Support Plans (ISPs) for the
acquisition of specific LO aircraft and cruise missiles.

The issues discussed in this report emerged from our ongoing work in support of
the development of Intelligence S,.ipport Plans for designated weapon acquisition
programs. That work is sponsored by the Air Force Assistant Chief of Staff for
Intelligence (AF!IN) and performed within the Aerospace Technology Program
of Project AIR FORCE, a federally funded iesearch and development center at
RAND.
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Summary

Low observable (LO) aircraft and cruise missiles give U.S. military forces the

technical capability to successfully attack well-defended ground targets with

substantially reduced risk of engagement by enemy defenses. But fuily
exploiting these new technical capabilities in a range of warfighting scenarios
requires developing an intelligence infrastructure that can support the special

capabilities and requirements of LO technologies. If this infrastructure is not
developed (by upgrading the existing infrastructure), the operational value of LO
aircraft and cruise missiles will be sharply reduced.

The intelligence community is responsible for providing a large share of this

infrastructure. Developing such support for a new technology is a difficult task
made even more chillenging by today's budgetary constraints and personnel
reductions. Our ongoing work in supporting the Air Force as it develops
Intelligence Support Plans for designated weapon acquisition programs has

convinced us that the intelligence community should continue to be pro-active in
resolving the issues highlighted in this report, otherwise, limitedi resources will
make it extremely difficult for that community to e'feciýively support LO systea,.

It is especially important that the inte'ligence community attain a thorough
understanding of two broad areas that are largely the province of those who

develop and operate the new weapons systems: (I) the techniques now being

developed for threat analysis, penetration analysis, and route Eeectiorn for LO
aircraft and cruise missiles, and (2) potential applications of 1.0 aircraft and
cruise missiles, i.e., their concept of operations. To ensure that LO weapon

systems are properly supported when they emerge in the operational
environment, the ongoing dialogues between the intelligence and knission
planning communities, the de,.elopers, and the operators should be expanded to

include the issues highlighted in this report.

At a minimum, the dialogues bcttwven the communities should be expanded to

address issues in the following a .:•

"• Threat data requirements to support f 9 platform development, testing, and

emp!oyment

"* Characteristics of threat data currently available to suppoi t operaticns

"• Constraints on data secur'ity' and access and potentia! sol utins
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"" Lack of a plan to validate threat models used in penetration analysis

"* Interface requirements of unit-level ihtelligence support workstations and

mission pli, nning systems (e.g., Sentinel Byte/Air Force Mission Suppor.t

System interface)

"" Development of route planning procedures that take into cconsideration, in a

timely manner, mobile threats, airborne interceptors, and anti-aircraft

artillery

" Assessment of operational alternatives and methods fcr operational planning

to enhance threat penetration capabilities of LO platforms

"* Need for and uses of automated procedures in route pia.tii kg

"* Need for adaptive route planning cap-ibilities cnboard aircraft.

mMthough this list should not be considered all-inclusive, k does identify issues of

major concern in developing the intelligence infrastructure to support LO aircraft

and cruise missiles. Applicable lessons learned from the employment of LO

platforms during Operations Desert Shield/Desert Storm should also be

considered in developing an intelligence infrastructure to support other LO

aircraft and cruise missiles.

The first two issues are closely coupled and stem from the practice of providing
very accurate, tailored threat data to developers for the development and testing

of their systems. Typically, such data, except for strategic fixed defense sites, are

not available in operational environments. Relying on tailored data, developers

may build detailed threat penetration anaiysis and route selection tools that

cannot be adequately supported by operational intelligence threat data. The

inteliigence community could reduce the likelihood of this problem by educating

developers and operators about the types of threat data it can actually provide

while coping with all the other demands on national and theater intelligence

systems.

Threat penetration analysis models for LO platforms are typically developed

under special access programs, with limited visibility to the intelligence

community. S-imilarly, the most accurate and complete threat data are typically

classified at security !evels for which very few deve!opers are cleated.

Development of inadequate threat peretra.ion analysis mokdels for 1.0 aircraft

and cruise missiles may result from the limited acces-,s of thr intelligence

commTIcity to) LI) performance ,at,, on the one hand, and that ot developers to

threat data on the other hand.

Similar datii-acce.;s cornstraiint- a tite the qua ity' of thrat penetration: ana!ysis

and route selectirn of LO. platforms,, ,,t the up,,iati oow, environment. The best
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threat data should be provided to operations intelligence personnel and aircrews

for planning LO platform routes. And the most current and accurate LO

performance daza should be used in threat penetration analysis.

Because of the complexity invoived in creating threat models and the cost and

time required to validate them, the Department of Defense typically does not

furnish validated threat i.iodels to developers. Thus, LO aircraft and cruise

missile developers often construct their own threat models or modify

iinvalidated models to test their systems; or they fund equipment contractors to

do i" for them. These models may inaccurately reflect threat capabilities. Also, to

minimize computing requirements and associated costs, developers may

aggregate threat data to such an extent that required resolution is lost. To

alleviate these and other potential problems, the intelligence community, in

coordination with the mission planning and system acquisition communitie3,

should, at e minimum, define the level of detail and the spectrum of generic

threats and threat characteristics that developers must consider in developing

threat penetration models.

Developers of unit-level intclhgence support systems may not have visibility into

the threat analysis and penetration models of mission planning systems for LO

platforms. Without a good understanding of the type of threat data required by

"LO platforms, and how that data will be used in route planning, developers of

unit-level intelligence support systems may be building databases or files that are

of limited value. Moreovwr. they may develop threat-data update protocols and

procedures that may preclude responsive support for mission planning systems.

Intelligence Support Working Groups are good forums for addressing such

issues.

Typically, aircraft mission planning systems do not include mobile threats,

airborne interceptors, and anti-aircraft artillery in their threat penetration

analysis. The dynamic nature of mobile and airborne interceptor threats requires

the development of probabilistic threat laydowns, a capability that has not been

built into existing aircraft mission planning systems. Similarly, aircraft and

cru.se missile mission planning systems, in selecting preferred routes against

heavily defended targets, do not include provisions for incorporating tactical

al mrnatives, such as defense-suppression missions, deception, count.?rmeasures

by other platforms, and other operational tactics. To determine to what extent

these short-omings can be corrected in future threat penetration analysis models

of mission planning system.% for LO aircraft, and because a wide range of

operational optioms nmay not be easily inrvorporated into automated mission

planning systenis, an assessrrmnt should be conducted to examine the proper role
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of such systems and the level of detail that should be included in them to aid

operational mission planners.

Adaptive route planning (receiving and analyzing near-real-time threat data and

modifying a route while en route to the target) may be an important capability

for enhancing the survivability of LO aircraft. Information collected from

onboard and offboard sensirs or from the last raid will be particularly important

to LO aircraft penetrating high, overlapping threat environments. Adaptive

route planning is a relatively new concept; however, without stated requirements

and support, it is unlikely to be developed. Operators (in coordination with the

intelligence community) and developers should determine whether such a

capability is required and, if required, formulate a development plan. In

formulating the plan, they will need to consider how to deal with the complexity

of deconflictfon, timing, and reallocation of other assets when aircraft with

adaptive route planning capabilities change routes.

Expanded dialogues between decision Akers are the necessary first step in

resolving the issues highlighted in this ieport. With a good understanding of

these issues, more effective working relationships can be established between the

developers, the intelligence and mission planning communities, and the
operators of LO aircraft and cruise missiles. The improved working relationships

should assist the Air Force intelligence community in setting priorities and in
allocating resources to develop the intelligence inirastructure necessary to

support more effectively the employment of LO aircraft and cruise missiles.
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1. Introduction

The development of low observable (LO) technologies and their application to

several combat aircraft and cruise m:ssiles provide U.S. military forces with the
technical capability to successfully penetrate and transit enemy air space, then

attack well-defended ground targets with substantially reduced risk of

engagement by enemy defenses. Adequate threat data, threat penetration
models, and route planning procedures are required to fully exploit the technical

capabilities of thece LO weapon systems in a range of warfighting scenarios.

The intelligence community is responsible for providing a large share- 'f this
support. 'To do so effectively, it must attain a good understanding of both the
techniques for threat penetration analysis and route selection being developed

for LO aircraft and cruise missiles and their potential applications, i.e., their
concept of operations. Similarly, LO weapon developers and operators need to
understand the current capabilities and potential limitations of the intelligence
community in providing such required support as a description of a threat's

capabilities (detection, tracking, and engagement), its location, and its current

status.

Therefore, effective dialogues between the intelligence and mission plarninxg

communities, the developers of LO weapon systems, and the operators are

essential to ensure that these systems are properly supported when they emerge
from the developmental environment into the operational one. As an aid to these

dialogues, this report discusses threat penetration analysis and route planning
for LO aircraft and cruise missiies and highlights key issues that need to be

addressed and resolved.

Role of Mission Planning

In discussing these issues, we use conventional mission planning systems as a
focal point. A primary function of such system:s is to help aircrews and/or cruis,
missile planners select rouie>. wvith the lowest risk of attrition to enemy d'±fer.ses.

Therefore, mission planning systems highlight the areas where operators, system
developers, ard the intelligence and mission planning communities most need to

expand their dialogues (inforrmal. as well as formal, working relationships and
exchanges of information). Th.c remainder of this section describes mission
plarning systems and includes spci. al considerations for LC) technologies.



Typically, aircrews ,id cruise missile planners develop low-risk routes using the

threat penetration models of mission planning systems. Such systems rely on

threat data provided by t1ie intelligence community. For example, the Air Force
mission planning system, Mission Support System II (MSS 1I), and its follow-on,
Air Force Mission Support System (A.FMSS), receive threat data from £,ntinel

Byte (Ref. 1), a unit-level intelligence workstation, to create a threat laydown.

The threat laydown is then superimposed on Digital Terrain Elevation Data

(DUVED), a terrain database produced by the Defense Mapping Agency. The

resulting threat space takes into consideration the effect of terrain masking. It is

used to select preferred mission routes that minimize aircraft exposure to enemy

defenses.

On current conventional aircraft mission planning systems, such as the Air Force

MSS II and the Navy Tactical Aircraft Mission Planning System (TAMPS) (Ref. 2,
Section 7.0), aircrew members manually enter route waypoints on electronic

displays. Aircraft-specific algorithms then determine whether the selected routes
can be flown, taking into consideration aircraft aerodynamic characteristics,
aircraft weight (including fuel and weapon payload), and environmental

conditions, e.g., winds, temperature, and hunidity.

Future upgrades of AFMSS are projected to have autorouting capabilities

designed to more rapidly and, presumably, more accurately select low-risk

routes based on presented threats. The Air Force has not yet selected the

autoroui'ing corcept for AFMSS. At least two generic autorouting concepts are
being considered.

"The first autorouting concept has three elements; (1) an aircraft or cruise missile

performance model, (2) an algorithm that adds the numerical value assigned to

each cell of the threat space through which the aircraft or c;uise missile can pass,

then selects the route with the lowest cumulative value, and (3) associilted

databases. The concept requires the precalculation oF a threat space. This
process is time consuming if a ;ow-speed processor is, used to develop a threat

space for a large area: Not only must a large number of thi eats be assessed, but

the DTED for this large area is usually reformatted This concept is not
mesponsiv? to threat updates.

The second ixiotorouting co'lcept includes the following three elements: (1) an

aircraft or cr'..ise missile performnhice model '2) ai data base of precalcuiated

threat templates for selecte, aircraft headings and altitudes, and (3) an algorithm

that, in real-time, places threats at a specific location, pulls the appropriate threat

template from We database, and routes the platform while minirruzing its

exposure to the threats. This concept does; not require the preprocessing of a
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threat space and, therefore, can be more responsive to threat updates. However,

it teats threats in a more aggregated and simplified mariner than the first

concept.

Whether a manual or automated route selection technique is applied, an

understar- f the quality and currency of the threat data, as well as the
quality aa ty of threat penetration analysis and modeling, is essential.

The route ig process for the Navy Tomahawk Land Attack Missile

(TLAM) i suý ntially different from that for aircraft armed with conventional

weapons. MfV .n planners for Tomahawk select routes on the basis of results

from simulati, on the Theater Mission Planning System (TMPS) at the Theater

Mission Plarv, Center (TMPC) (Ref. 3). This procedure uses a missile model to

fly through f reat space a statistically significant number of times. It takes

into accou-ri ile navigation errors and determines the probability of survival

for the pa: mission route. Similar procedures are employed in planning

routes for 'ce cruise missiles: the Air-Launched Cruise Missile (ALCM)

and the Ad d Cruise Missile (ACM). Despite the substantial differences in

route plannir g procedures between cruise missiles (TLAM, ALCM, and ACM)

and aircraft, most of the threat penetration analysis and route planning issues

discussed in this report are applicable to both LO aircraft and cruise missiles. We

note that the B-2 autorouter can be used to select routes for ACMs.

Report Scope and Organization

This report adrb-esses generic LO manned aircraft; however, the focus is on

bombers and ground-attack fighters for which threat a idance is high priority.

For other types of LO aircraft (such as air.-superiority fiýj: iters) that are engaged

in offensive operations but have missions other than air-to-groand weapon

delivery, threat avoidance may be of lower priority.

Although both LO aircraft and cruise missiies are discussed, the survivability of

individual, conventionally armed cruise missiles is relatively less important than

that of individual aircraft. Cruise missiles are not manned and are much less

expensive; offsetting the lower cost of the cruise missile is its inability to react to

defenses. Aircraft can, in some situations, if necessary, manawe with fewer data

because of their greater abiiity to react to ihreats. (Howt-ver, when aircraft

deviiite from the preplanned route, they no longer are on the "optimal" route for

-;u rvivability; also, the)' may conflict with other aJtset:;, (f a raid group or ray

limit the effect of supporting assets from that point on.) Thu> thI. accuracy of
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#hreai detA and the fidefity of the threat pene'ration rnMdels reuifred f.or route

piarming may be different for aircraft and cruise missiles.

This report is crganized as fo'ows. We first describe threat penetration analysis
ar route planning objecdves anO procedures for LO aircraft and cruise missiles

du, ing development and testing in Section 2. 'Then, we describe threat analysis

and route planning in an operational ervii-onment in Section .3. Finally, we

discuss impnrtant implications for the intelligence community in providing

threat data and analytical support for operational mission planning systems in

Section 4.



2. Threat Penetration Analysis and Route
Planning During Development and
Testing

The primary advantage of LO aircraft and cruise missiles is their low radar cross

section (RCS). A low RCS substantially decreases susceptibility to detection by

early-warning radars and acquisition radars, thereby delaying or eliminating the

subsequent handoff to the fire control radars of surface-to-air missile (SAM)
systems or airborne interceptors. A low RCS also complicates the problems of
missile tracking and warhead fuzing in the event that a SAM or an air-to-air

missile is launched. Properly managed, a low RCS can markedly reduce the risk

of successful engagement by enemy defenses and thus increase aircraft and

cruise missile survivability.

LO aircraft also may be equipped with active and passive countermeasures, and

possibly organic defense-suppression weapons to further increase penetration

capabilities. The expense may not be warranted to develop these capabilities for

cruise missiles.

Typically, system specifications for LO platforms require meeting specific RCS

levels and may require a particular measure of survivability or probability of

arrival at the target or weapon launch basket. System specifications for aircraft
may also require the development of a measure of survivability for a full mission,

both ingress and egress. Thus, the primary objective of threat penetration
analysis and route planning during developmental test and evaluation (DT&E) is

to demonstrate the capability of meeting contract systems specifications.

During operational test and evaluation (OT&E), the developed penetration

analysis, route planning procedure, and LO platform are tested as a system to

determine their capability of meeting operational requirements, which may
include criteria not listed in contract system specifications. And, if aircraft are

equipped with other penetration aids or self-defense systems, tests are also
conducted to ascertain whether these systems meet operational requirements.

This section discusses some of the issues pertaining to threat penetration analysis

and route planning that c(at, arise during development and testing of LO aircraft

and cruise missiles.
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LO Platform Characteristics

In the development and test phases of LO aircraft and cruise missiles, extensive
RCS analysis and measurements are conducted, at various aspect angles and at
various frequencies, and the results are recorded. Those data are then formattd
into matrices for threat penetration analyses that examine aircraft or cruise
missile survivability. After validation, the RCS data collected during the
development and test phases are typically entered into databases for use by the
mission planning system.

Provisions to modify the mission planning databases to reflect RCS changes of
LO aircraft (usually increases) caused by maintenance actions or operational
employment may or :nay not be part of the development program. Operators of
LO aircraft will want this RCS-management capability.

The information collected during the test phase about the performance of other

penetration aids and self-defense systems on LO aircraft also may not be
translated into models and databases for hosting on mission plannring systems.
Typically, this type of information is used only in developing algorithms and
procedures that are incorporated into training systems and taught to operators.
Therefore, LO aircraft developers may not provide threat penetration models
(for hosting on mission planning systems) that have the capability of
examining the synergistic effects of RCS management and other penetration
aids on route selection.

Threat Penetration Analysis and Route Planning

In parallel with or after developing appropriate threat penetration analysis
models, developers of LO aircraft and cruise missiles must demonstrate the
capabilities of these platforms to penetrate simulated real-world defenses. To
demonstrate these capabilities, developers will most likely generate preferred
routes, using their threat analysis models and route selection algorithms. Then,
independent testing organizations will probably run the routes through other
threat penetration models and determine the survivability of the platforms on the
preferred routes.

A notional threat penetration model consists of various threat models overlayed
on a terrain model (digital maps (rr DTED), a terrain-masking algorithm, and a
model of aircraft or cruise missile characteristics with associated RCS data.

Such threat penetration models nmiy, at one extreme, be fill simulations in which
aircraft or crui:,e missiles are "flown" against the threats with simulated
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detection, acquisition, handoff to fire control systems, weapon launch and fly-

out, and fuzing and warhead fragmentation patterns. Based on these

simulations, the probability of aircraft or cruise missile survival is calculated foi
each route flown. Obviously, this category of penetration analysis requires

substantial computer resources (including a comprehensive, and often detailed,

database) and can take considerable time (several hours to a few days) to

perform.

At the other e;Atreme, such models may consist simply of a threat space, with a

single lethality number or attribute for an aircraft or cruise missile entering a

specific cell of the threat space, and an algorithm for calculating an overall

survivability score for an aircraft or cruise missile along a particular route to the
target. The single lethality number for each cell of the threat space is

precalculated using appropriate threat locations and postulated capabilities; it

would also take into account terrain obscuration (simple line-of-sight

calculations) and the characteristics of the LO platform.

LO aircraft and cruise missile developers are typically under contract to develop

route planning tools for mission planning systems. They may use one of the
preceding categories of threat penetration models or an intermediate variation.

The integration of these tools on existing or planned mission planning systems

may or may not be the responsibility of the ai:craft or cruise missile developer.
If platform developers are not responsible for the integration, close

coordination must be established between them, the intelligence community,

and mission planning system developers to ensure that the threat penetration

model is properly integrated and that the data required to support the model

in an operational environment are available.

Threats Considered in Developing Penetration Models

Design specifications for LO platforms may not call for the development or use of

threat analysis and penetration models that consider all generic categories of

threats, e.g., early-warning radars, radar-guided and infrared-guided SAM

systems, anti-aircraft artillery (AAA), airborne interceptors (possibly with
infrared search anr4 track systems), and jamming threats to Global Positioning

System (GPS) receivers. Sea-based threats, particularly ship early-warning and

surveillance radars, are often overlooked.

Therefore, early in the 1La platform's development, it is important to determine

specifically which threats xvill be considered; this inionmation should be

contained in the System Threat Assessment Report (STAR) specifically toilored
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for the LO platform (Ref. 4, Part 4, Section A). Typically, the models developed

for export to mission planning systems focus on ground-based radar threats,
particularly SAM systems. Often, they do not include either radar or optically
directed AAA, or infrared-guided SAM threats. They may include air
surveillance platforms, but typically do not include airborne interceptors.

Decisions for not including AAA and airborne interceptors in Uhreat models of
mission planning systems need to be reevaluated. The capabilities of an

individue] AAA system against aircraft and cruise missiles are small. However,

several AAA systems, clustered together and properly alerted, pose a measurable
threat to aircraft or cruise missiles flying at low altitudes. Also, airborne
interceptors in the vicinity of the target area, or along the routes of LO aircraft,

can create a substantial threat. They pose some risk to LO cruise missiles if tney

are positioned very close to the missile routes.

In reevaluating the need for incoroorating AAA and airtorne interceptors in

threat modelti, decisionmakers must weigh the benefits of doing so against two
signific.-nt diffico~lties:

"* Because the threat footprint of airborne interceptors iE large and can change

rapidly over tinme, threat penetration models would be complex and time-

consuming to run.

"* It might not be possible to establish and maintain current locations for either
AAA or airborne interceptors over the couzse of the mission planning and

execution cycle.

To some extent, the above concerns also apply to early-warning radars and SAM
systems as these systems become more mobile.

If the models do not take into consideration AAA or airbornc. interceptors,

operations intelligence personnel, mission planners, and aircrews will be forced

to increase their work load rleasurably to dtca! manually with such threats, on a

case-by-case basis. For example, in an airborne interceptor threat environment,
they will have to manually determine whether air superiority is essential before

committing LO aircraft. Or, in dense SAM and AAA environment,, they will

have to establish the relative values of flyin,, above AAA engagement envelope,
while increasing the aircratt's susceptibility to SAM systems, or flying low to

mitnimize susceptibility to SAM systemrs while increasing the exposur(, to AAA.
"Tihese decisions may well be ba:sed on conllce,,?pt,; of operations, tactical

intelligence, or combat condtiowns that are difficUlt t. automate.
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This discussion is not meant to argue for or against including AAA and airborne

interceptors in threat penetration models, but to highlight the issues, and, more
important, to emphasize the need for timely information on these generic threats

within the theater of operations.

Platforms that use GPS data to update their inertial navigation systems while en
route to target areas may also be vulnerable to GPS jamming threats. Given the

locition of GPS jamnmers, mission planners of such platforms may be able to
select highly survivable routes while maximizing the probability of GPS
acquisition. Data on GPS jammers are particularly critical to autonomous cruise
missiles that rely solely on GPS-aided ihertial guidance to strike their targets.
Procedures must be established to ensure that operations intelligence personnel
and mission planners can obtain timely data on GPS threats for their areas of
interest.

Threat Data and Threat Environments

in assessing the threat penetration capabilities of LO platforms and the
subsequent development of appropriate threat penetration models, developers
rely on governmernt-fumished threat data and approved threat environments.
The threat data provided may not be reprasentative of the threat data available
in an operational environment, and they may not correspond exactly to the
input parameters of the penetration model. For example, precise locations (if air
defense systems are provided. In ar, operationa! environment hcwevef, the
threat location accuracic., will vary according to the source of data: locations
derived from survey data or geocoded imagery (usually stereo) are the most

precise. Adequate provision must b? made for including location uncertainty in
threat penetration models of autorouters; otherwise, the results derived from

their use in an operational environment nmay be susp,-ct.

'Ilreat location inaccuracieE are particu!arly critical for route selection techniques
that consider terrain masking. For example, the placement of an early-warning
radar on a mountain top will yield substantially different line-of-sight

calculations than if the radar is placed at the base of the mountain. Thus, these
inaccu.tvcies may lead to the selection of improperly assessed routes.

'hreat environments provided to L.O platform developers may sub.;tantially
influence developers' designs of route planning, pioced ores or algorithm>. To
illustrate this i.,,sue, we postulate four notional threat envirioniments, with threat

capability, density, and location uncertainties as paameter,, (sec [igure 1):
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"° A low, distributed threat with accurate threat locations (Figure la)

"* A medium, distributed threat with accurate threat locations (Figure 1b)

"* A medium, distributed threat with uncertainties about threat locations

(Figure Ic)

"* A high, overlapping threat with uncertainties about threat locations (Figure Id).

A Target

0 Engagement envelope with accurate location

'" Engagement envelope with location uncertainty

G0
-0 A

06.
(a) Low, distnbuted threat with (b) Medium. distributed threat

accurate iocations with accurate locations

/
I -,

(('1
//AED

"-'/r' .,

S I "

(c) Maoum, distnboted threat with (d) High, oveiaapping threat with

location uncerainrtes location uncerlaintbeO

NOTEý Fur simplicity, threat envelopes are shovii as two dimensional and circular; tn reality,
for both LC) and non-LO platforms, they ate three-dienrsior'a; voluues with complex s5ructure.

Figure I--Notitma [hreat [inuimrent,
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The designs would be affected as follows. In a low, distributed threat

environment with accurate threat locations, LO aircraft and cruise missiles can

easily avoid the small number of low-capability threats. In a medium,

distributed threat environment, again with accurate threat locations, LO

platforms are also likely to avoid defenses. For both environments, a

rudimentary autorouter or a manual procedure could be used in selecting routes

to avoid defenses. Under these conditions, the advantage of the rudimentary

autorouter over a manual procedure would be in decreasing route planning time,

from hours to minutes. This advantage may be crucial because it enables

responsive route planning for a large number of missions.

A medium, distributed threat environment with uncertainties about threat

locations poses somewhat different challenges to route planners. In this

environment, the specific location of the threat is unknown; the threat could be

located within an uncertainty basket of several miles. Such uncertainty results in

probabilistic engagement envelopes that overlap, thereby precluding free access

to the target. Under these conditions, neither a rudimentary autorouter nor a

manual procedure can select a route that avoids all defenses. Instead, a

sophisticated autorouter that can simulate aircraft or missile flight over a

probabilistic threat space might be useful in determining preferred routes. For

an LO aircraft, the preferred route would be the route with the lowest calculated

risk factor. As an added precaution, aircrews would be prepared to utilize other

means it their disposal to counter those threats, should they materialize. For LO

cruise missiles, a sophisticated autorouter again would be used to calculate risks

of engagement for a statistically significant number of simulated routes.

However, mission planners would then select two or more low-risk routes

(rather than one route) to minimize the probability that all missiles attacking a

target complex could be engaged by the same defense, systems.

!n a high, overlapping threat environment, L.0 platforms are more susceptible to

threats, and even very precise route selection procedures or algorithms may no"

significantly decrease risk of engagement. Under these conditions, tile

development of additional planning tools that incorporate penetration aids and

tactics may be required. Such toolIs would includ,e, a wide range of radar

jamming systemns, SEAD (suppression oa eney air detenses) aircraft, fighter

escoirts, mnd other Iefense-stuppession a ssets It is unlikel'y that aut(roUters can

be built to Iillude all the decision criteria re uired by,, such tool., particularly

since Wt CI i telh ii W illikt:l' de\'k.k)p ,,wetr t1rime \v'itf ttrillll-io ) an1d combat

eXpt *incl.' I> ev'en'tua'lty ,tgiLtst -, that tht deigni of ,.utoroter>, must

Ii)(lidc ,id ts 1 1t,i1t i 1xis Imi l k1ev )er.1tol IrtIt)I ( ti(i n III the Imo t. i ,e lection

procetss
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The notional threat environments do not include all possible combinations of
threat densities, threat location uncertainties, or uncertainties about defense

engagement envelopes as a function of RCS; nor do they include mobile threats

or airborre interceptors. They only highlight issues that should be considered in

developing specifications for a common autorouter for LO platforms, and they
illustrate conditions that developers of precise autorouters should consider.
Perhaps the primary objective of an autorouter should be to substantially

decrease the time, and potentially the expertise, required for route planning.

The Air Force is now in the process of examining the concept, need, and
feasibility of developing a common autorouter for LO platforms. The process
should include an examination of the frequency of threat environments and/or

conditions that are likely to be encountered to determine what level of

sophistication is appropriate for a common autorouter. We consider this step
necessary to ensure that the proper balance is established between demands on
intelligence and operational communities to support an autorouter, and demands

for other intelligence and mission planning functions to support LO platform

employment in the most-likely threat env ironments.

Operational Evaluation of LO Platforms

Before an LO platform achieves initial operational capability (I1C), it must
successfully complete OT&E, conducted by independent service organizations.

In the Air Force, OT&E is performed by the Air Force Operational Test and
Evaluation Center (AFOTEC). It is at this stage of the system's accluisition

process that LO platforms must demonstrate the capability of meeting specified

test standards for survivability, under conditions that represent operational
environments. In an ideal situation, that capabilioy would consist of four steps:

(1) developing survivable routes using the penetration motels within the
operational mission planning .ystem; (2) flying the routes against real systems,

including repre.wntative threat location uncertatintes and, possibly, uncertainties
in threat perflomance; (3) enmp:oying penetra lion 1 1&', •s niJeded; ind (4)

evalulatingthe reslts agai:v.t system spec-ification.

Obviouslv, the co-s&, of procuring reail threa-t svstens and flying a sufficient

,number of routes, unider ,ippfo)prihItt secutNttv cot idtl., tos protect L_()

charictt.ri tics, are prohlbitivo' At best. L..)0 aL i ft 1,11 I ruit se aissi ,lit. flown

,I nuImberf o times, ae,linst d .eect nuinilier of minfivOdtl., "eprev.,ittve sitesY :,r

the nmost paIrt, testn, tOe' eetie ss of the nimswin pI.tnit•g penetration

mnodels to deteWC4P .iViblt' route. s done \Vcth stul],ý,ittoln.
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The lack of good communications between the developers and operational test

personnel can lead to a number of problems. We present several hypothetical

problems here.

" Performance models in the simulation may include capabilities that are not

included in the mission planning penetration models. For example, the latter

may not include all the modes of the threat radar.

" System specifications may not match those in the Test and Evaluation Master

Plan (TEMP), or may not be easily translatable. For example, the

specifications of cruise missile systems may call for a certain high probability

of arrivai at the target, assuming a specified number of simulation runs.

However, operators may want the probability of arrival calculated for each

mission, because they need high confidence that a particular target will be

destroyed, not high confidence that many of the intended targets will be

destroyed.

"* System specifications may call for testing survivability against only certain

threats, assuming precise positioning, whereas the simulations may

probabilistically position threats to account for threat-data uncertainties.

Data Security

The security classification of pertinent data is a significant difficulty in

coordinating the development and testing of threat analysis, penetration

analysis, and route planning tools for LO aircraft and cruise missiles. Most LO

platform survivability improvements have been developed under special access

programs. Consequently, infirnxration important to understandtng threat data

requirements is available only to a very small number of intelligence personnel.

Conversely, the most accurate and complete threat data available may be

classified at a security level for which de\,eloper.s ma•, not be cleared. Moreover,

sorvie' threat databases cannot be released to contractors,. ThuIs, while they are

developing threat models, penetratioin r-no de , and route plIanning techniq ues,

developerst• , nav ioit have visibilit, 1 into l ,•a"aiabh thlle tdit d,,tl

"1his protblml) Of Iinmited t'ce.s to dtatp laces great burrd en on tht, tt,

11livial's InI the inte~llgence cornnIiarit who ire learewd tot bioth L0 plattormn

SI aCIC1.1 rV~I iled (SARN) data ind senisitive co Nipart mentod in forimtioion

(S(-il) t ~ctdatsi

T hev t311ust under anrd hoiw thre't dtl( aicbing ue io 1 .0 plattorrn desig-n

,I nId iI thrv.i t ,itid pu'rnutraui~ t i, ) In O ! . and t I t - must uo ic ý !irid mI IJIlw t Iet
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accuracy and content of the threat data affect the survivability of the LO

platform.

" They must provide sanitized threat data that meet developers' requirements

for testing system technical specifications.

" For the operational evaluation phase, they must ensure that the threat data
provided are representative of the data that will be available to support real-

world operations.

Effective working relationships between developers, intelligence personnel,

and operational test personnel with the proper security clearances are essential
in minimizing potential problems.

Access restrictions associated with LO aircraft and cruise missile performance

data and with SCI threat data also occur in the operational environm-r,. One
approach to alleviate this problem is to ensure that the following three criteria
are met: (1) operations intelligence personnel and aircrews responsible for route
planning of LO platforms have the necessary clearances, (2) they perform

intelligence support and mission planning functions in secure facilities, and (3)

they employ intelligence support and mission planning systems specifically

designed to support LO platforms.

As the number of LO platforms increases, the preceding approach may be

impractical for the following reasons: Operations intelligence personnel and
aircrews responsible for threat penetration analysis and route planning may not

be cleared for SAR and SCI data; a common mission planning system to support

both LO and non-LO platforms (the goal of AFMSS) may be developed; and costs
may preclude the building of secure facilities.

Perhaps one method of dealing with these problems will be to build separate

databases and application software that are not directly accessible or cannot be
read, displayed, or copied (this assumes, of course, that software can be written
to provide the necessary security control). For example, the platform RCS

database may be accessible only through an executive program that reads

applicable portions of the database and directly inputs the specifk data into the

application software for building threat spaces. Obviously, the success oi this
approach will depend, for the most part, on the confidence that personnel

responsible for route planning have in tht, generated results
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3. Threat Penetration Analysis and Route
Planning in an Operational
Environment

The preceding section discussed some of the issues pertaining to threat
penetramln analysis and route planning that can arise during development and
testing of L_ platforms if effective working relationships are not established and
maintained between the develope.'s of LO aircraft and cruise missiles, die
intelligence and mission planning cosnmunities, and the operators. The extent to
which these issues matter is a function of operational considerations. Moreover,
operationaal considerations shape the solutions that should be pursued in
developing tK-eat penetration models for mission planning systems to support
LO platform employment.

The important difference between threat penetration analysis and route planning
during the development and testing of LO platforms and threat analysis and route
planning for real-world operations is that, whereas the primary objective of such.
analysis and planning during development and testing is to ensure that LO system
specifications and projected operational requirements are met by contractor3, the
primary objective of such analysis and planning for rea' U . 3perations is to
assist aircrews and mission planners to meet warfighting objectives, taking into
consideration LO platform capabilities to enrhance survivability.

Operators are interested in route planning tools that consider accuracy,
completeness, timeliness of operational intelligence data, and speed of routing, as
well as all options for enhancin,.; aircraft survivability. They are not interested in
route planning tools that could be very precisely solving the wrong problem and,

worse, providing a false sense of security.

'This section discusses some of the issues that we consider important in
developing operationally useful threat penetration analysis and route planning
tools for LO aircraft and cruise missiles.

Location, Accuracy, and Completeness of Threat Da'ia

In planniiig oper, tional minsions, aircrews and nu-ss5on plaoiners rely on threat

d_:.3. provided by, tho operations intelligence comnmunity. The location ac:uracy
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of the data will vary according to the category of defense systems and the sources

used in collecting the data.

The most accurate and complete threat data are those on fixed and mobile

defense systems employed to protect well-known strategic target areas. Those

data contain precise geodetic locations of individuai emitters and list accurately
all operating pararneters. Such data are collected over long times by a

combination of national and theater sensors and are analyzed by centralized

intelligence activities. However., the data may not be current or complete

enough, and thus may have only a limited value in route planning of LO

platforms.

More current, and usually less accurate, information on active threat emitters is

collected by theater and tactical sensors. For example, this category of
information may be available to operators in near-real -time (NRT) from
platforms such as Rivet Join', via broadcast systems such as Constant Souice.

Thus, operations intelligence personnel and mission planning persznnel are
confronted with the problem of correlating threat iA-formatfoix of different
content and accuracy. If they do not properly correlate and fuse threat daea from

alternate sources, purge duplicate reports, and delete outdated informatior., the

number of apparent threats may proliferate to the point that the threat files
passed to mission planning systems become unusable--a particularly critical

issue for mobile threats.

How well operations intelligence personnel and mission planning personnel
correlate threat data may significantly affect route selection procedures,

particularly if all emitters are not active in high, overlapping threat

environments. Under these conditions, threat locations, in particular, should be
treated probabilistically (using uncertainty radii), and route selection should

reflect these considerations. Also, operations intelligence, personnel should be
able to appropriateiy fill in missing thieat characteristic'; needed to support

threat penetratio: inalysis or, if unable to do so, should inform the operators of
the possible effect. on route planning analysis.

In addition to threat location and characteristics data., operators need to know
how operationally effective the enemy defenses are relative to their techoical

capabilities (typica!•!,y, only lechnocal caýrabilit•ies are refiecied in threat analysis
and pvnetr'lioin models of mis'6en .,lannng systerms). For example, axEwwers to

the (olh.wing questions can be crucal ir'a sel'cting ingress arid egress routes in a

high, ov-•riapping threat environmer•t.



* Are the personnel manning the air defense systems well trained?

o Are the systems properly maintained?

* Are individual systemns well integrated?

* Does their doctrine or tactics limit them operationally?

Humnan intelligence (HUMINT) is probably the best source for this cat ?gory of
da~ta. Increased emphasis on integrating archival arid current threat eata into
mission planning for operations within heavy threat environments may be
warranted.

The importance of NRT, electronic order of battle (EGB) data and air defense
operatioiial effectiveness data in thc notional high, over~apping thireat
environment, is illustrated in Figure 2.

Without such data, aircrews would be unable wo selecta low**risk route.
Assumning that NRT data indicate that defense systems in one quadrant are
inactive, and HUMINT data indicate that maintenance of these systemns is
typically poor, a low-risk route can be selected with high confidence. Obviously,
if only 1NRT data were available, aircrews could stiil select a low -risk route, but
with less confidence.

In some high, overlapping threat environments, the effects of background clutter
and propagation phenomena (such as rnultipath and ducting) on the
performance of acquisition radars may also be important in route plann-ing low-
altitude, terrain-following LO platforms. For example, without taking into
consideration background clutter, the threat penetration analysis for i well-
d anded target, l-cated in a narr ow valley, may show that there are no low -risk
routes into the target. If the backgrodind cdutter of the high miountains on one
side of the valley is taker, into considecation, a low-risk route m-ight be found.

Ob 'iously, to deternine the effects of background clutier and propagation
phenomena on route planning, operaturs must be provided with !he nN.-essaiy
data, *,% create clutter and refl;ectivity maps, and with the appropriate threat
penetration models. Ho'wever, because of difficulties iD creating high delily
clutter and refiectivity maps, vaciabilities in backgrodrnd clutter and relflectivity
(generic modle~s may not suffice), time constr,iints (extensive computationis Wie
required), and. tl'e desire to be ofictise conservative, nlost route. ::1 ann'.g
procedures assumne nL, background clutter or propiagation e2ffects cn enemay
defen.ses. Nevertheless, aý we have discussed above, develAoping tihe capabi~itY to
account for thesw effects, in rouw :nn of LO) platfkrrnis rnau bp wvarrented.
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(archival EOf3 data) (archival EUB data, NRT, EOB and
HUMINT data)

Fligure 2-Importance of NRT, EOB Data and Air Defense Effectiveness Data

Timeliess

In planning missions, iircrewsý and cruise missile mission planners also must

consider the time element. 7-hey rna7 have to be responsive to abbreviated Air

Tasking Order (ATO) cycles (hou~rs rather than one to thr-ee days). In very short

ATO c(cles, it may not be possible to Ferform 0me-ntensive threat data

validation, high-fielity siinulatiov, and ti(ae-intersive route se'ectici

procedures. Existing automnated manufacturing systeAis, designsEe to produce

answers rapidly and then admir tively imprie the quality of the answer as tife is

available, Shoum be examined for applicability to eresponsive roate platning.

Unless responsiveness dceasures are inclued ill n sytte e Specifications,

develoTpers ofLO aircraft and cruise missiles may not develop rapid threat

ana!rsis models and route selection too fo- incore urationt into mit-sion planning

systems.

AlteriiaLively, aircrcv.,, a":o cruise missi!e planner, ,nay have to respond rapidly

to emerging ta> ki~ig fo r which there are wiý, ,rebuilt t..rra in arnd/or thieat spaces.
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In this class of contingency, the start-up time for route planning may be most

important. With data available, the creation of threat and terrain spaces for large
areas of responsibility may require substantial computer processing capabilities.
If developers are not required to meet specific start-up-time objectives, they may
develop rudimentary applications software and techniqu2s, or perhaps select less
capable computers to reduce cost, without considering important operational

concerns.

Operational Alternatives to Enhance LO Penetration
Capabilities

On the positive side, the planning of real-world operations of LO platforms will
typically consider a broader range of methods for accomplishing missions than
those produced and eva!uated by developers. These methods may include use of

the following capabilities:

"* Onboard countermeasures

"* Multiple similar systems, e.g,, lead and wingman cooperation or coordinated

cruise missile strikes

"* Support assets, e.g., Wild Weasel and EF-111

"* Platform employment options.

For example, if threat penetration analyses for LO aircraft, using solely RCS
maniagement, result in routes with unacceptable probabilities of attrition, mission
planners may call for coordinated defense suppression by supporting aircraft.
Under the same conditions, cruise missile planners may call for coordinated

cruise missile strikes to saturate (or attack) defenses to ensure that a sufficient
number of follow-on missiles arrive at the target. In this example, the tactics are
different because the survivability of individual cruise missiles is assumed to be
less important than :hat of aircraft.

Alternatively, mission planners may have the option of employing standoff
jarnmers, launching decoys, and conducting deceptive maneuvers to diminish
capabilities of enemy defenses. Tlhese tactical options can be employed
individually or in combinations. A route selection technique that accurately

takes into consideration these diverse alternatives, as well as the RCS of the LO
platform, is likely to be of high interest to operators.
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Adaptive Route Planning

Adaptive route planning may be an important capability for enhancing the

survivability of LO aircraft. Adaptive route planning consists of receiving and
analyzing NRT threat data while en route to the target so that preplanned routes
can be altered to minimize susceptibility to pop-up threats, which could be
previously unknown fixed threats, mobile ground-based threats, or airborne
interceptors (see Figure 3).

A rudimentary capability consists of using onboard sensors, e.g., radar warning
receivers (RWRs), to detect and derive general locations of emitters of interest,
then manually modifying a route segment. A more robust capability wolild

permit

"• Full replanning of the entire route, taking into consideration the threat

laydown used in preplanning the mission as well as the data collected by
onboard and offboard sensors while the aircraft is en route to the target

"* Replanning of other attack and support elements of a raid.

A Target

0 Engagement envelope with accurate location

{, Engagement envelope with location uncertainty

•-• •- Mobile

' .10 1 threat

Adjusted _. "

routerrout

(a) Mission planning threat laydown (b) Adaptive mission p!anning threat

and selected route laydown and adjusted route

Figure 3--Adaptive Route Plaining
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Before initiating the development of this capability, its effect on the work load of

aircrews must be exanmined.

An adaptive route planning capability is particularly impertant for coping with

relocatable or mobile threats (ground-based air defense systems and airborne

interceptors). The locations of ground-based air defenses may change from those

used in the penetration analysis performed prior t.) takeoff, Similarly, the

coverage areas of airborne interceptors can change dramatically prior to takeoff.

Thus, LO aircraft without an adaptive planning capability run increased risk of

flying into the engagement envelopes of potential ground-based threats or into

areas covered by airborne interceptors.

Adaptive (or NRT) route planning is a relatively new concept, and it is unlikely

that the developers of LO aircraft will provide this capability unless it is listed in

the system specifications.

If the survivability of individual cruise missiles becomes important (for whatever

reason), an automated form of adaptive route planning could be implemented.

For example, pop-up threat detection by an onboard RWR could cause the cruise

m.issile to fly lower to reduce susceptibility to engagement (at the expense of

increasing the probability of crashing).

An issue related to adaptive route planning is how to incorporate threat data

collected or developed onboard LO aircraft, while en route to target or outbound,

into the threat database used for route planning of subsequent missions. This

issue is particularly important in environments in which one or a combination of

the following conditions is encountered:

"* Pop-up threats emerge

"* Some anticipated threats do not materialize

"* Anticipated locations of known threats change

"* Electronic signatures of known threats change.

Without this new information, the threat penetration analysis to support route

planning of subsequent strikes is of questionable value. Protocols and

procedures should be developed for validating and incorporating threat data

collected during mission execution into the route planning of sub~equent

missions.
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4. Implications for the Intelligence
Community

This section summarizes the issues surrounding threat penetration analysis and

route planning, discussed in the previous sections, within the context of their

implications for the intelligence community. Initial steps for addressing some of

these issues are also suggested.

Tatilored Threat Data

Typically, system specifications for LO programs will include some level of

description of the type of threat data that will be provided to developers in

support of development and testing. The intelligence cemmunity is responsible

for providing the threat data to support these programs. In an ideal situation, the

data Frovided by the intelligence community not only m#-et the requirements of

the developers but also are representative of the data tlat the LO aircraft or

cruise missile require for effective employment in diverse operational

environments.

Often, instead, tailored and precise threat data that are not representative of

operational intelligence data are provided to support developers. If this occu.-s,

the threat analysis and penetration models developed to support mission

planning in an operational environment may prove to be inadequate. Thus, it it:

essential that the Air Force intVelligence community ensure that responsible

individuals maintain good visibility into how developers uce the tailored threat

data in developing threat models and penetration models for export to planned

operational mission planning systems or possibly to unit-level intelligence

support systems. If the tailored and precise threat data are essential for effective

employment of LO platforms, then the intelligence community may have to

develop the means of providing such data in operational environments. The Air

Force TENCAP (Tactical Exploitation of National Capability) program is

examining aalternatives for prov 'ding this capability.

Alternatively, the intelligence community may be able to lessý&rj the developer's

reliance on tailored threat data. It could institute a prograr-. to hetter educate the

developers and operators about the type of threat information it can actually

provide in an environment with maijor budgetary constraints while coping with
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all other demands on national and thezter intelligence systemn. With a better

understanding of the intelligence community's capabilities, developers may be,

able to build LO platforms and mission planming systems that do not require

extensive, tailored threat data.

Operational Threat Data

A review of the Military Integrated Intelligence Daoa System/Integrated Data

Base (MlIDS/IDB), the database that is planned to support mission planning

systems, indicates that, because of empty database fields, imprecise data entry,

and/or lack of specific fields, it does not provide the following vital information:

* The individual iocations of all key elements of a particular defense system,

e.g., early-warning radar, acquisition radar, fi:e control radar, and missile

launcher

* The location accuracy of emitters and the source of data

* Information on system characteristics

* The currency of reported data.

As previously discussed, this is the type of threat information that may be

required for thfreat analysis and penetration models to assist aircrews and

mission plarners in selecting low-i isk routes manually or with an autorouter.

TIie Air Force intelligence community should participate with LO platform and
mission p'.mning system developers and opera:ors in

SDefining the need, appropriate use, and specifications for an autorouter for

LO aircraft :ond cruise missiles

'Determining whether populating the various database fields in MIIDS/ID13
is s.ifficient, or if a tailorect dazabase must be developed.

Data Security

Must LO pilatform survivability i mprovements have been developed under

spteial aC(es:; prograus. CLonlsecU.ently, information mPnportant to understanding;

tiire,,t-dta requirement, Is ov ilahle only to a very snmall number of intelligerce

pi UWL (o..n onx'veru.;ely, the mi.st acc'ur.te ; I c!'rmpotft threat data aaiioble

may be cLassifted at a securlty 1ev' lc (SC1) for which devel pers m-Flay lot be

cleared. Nioreover, snme thrvati kiiatabate> calul et be released to contractcrs

Thus, developers inay not hwve v'Isibility into, -ll .ivailblh threat data, and
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cleared intelligence personnei may not have sufficient understanding of LO

threat data requirements. Under these conditions, ithreat penetration models

may be developed that prove inadequate.

Developers and intelligence community personnel with the appropriate

clearances should establish and maintain an effective dialogue throughout the

development and test phases of LO programs. Intelligence Support Working

Groups (ISWGs), responsible for developing Intelligence Support Plans (ISPs) for

the acquisition of specific LO aircraft and cruise missiles, are good forums for

addressing these issues.

Access restrictions to LO aircraft and cruise rnissile performance models and SCI

threat data may also occur in the operational environment. The intelligence and

mission planniz:g commurines, developers, and operators should develop

security protocols and means for allowing the use of the most current and

accurate RCS data and the best available threat data in planning routes of LO

platforms.

Model Validation

Theoretically and empiricady, the physical relationships between low ob:ervable
technologies, detection methods, and the environment are imprecisely known;

such imprecision complicates the development of ,imple threat models. Because

of the complexity of the phenomenologies behind these models and the cost and

time required to validate them, the Departmpnt of Defense typically does not

furnish validated threat models to developers. (We recognize that software

developers must differentiate between terms such as validation, verification, and

accreditation, we are not making such a distinction here when we usc the term

validation.)

Thus, l.O aircraft and cmu.se missile developers often must construct their .)wn

threat models or modify unvalidated models to test their s'Aterns. Clearly, such
contractor-developed nodels aay not accurately reflect threat capabilities. The

models may be based on

"° Inaccurate system perforiance para neters, such ai: r idar freqOL ncy

(particularly, war-reserve rodde'), radar power, in1d Isearch volunme

"* Inaccurate response tnes for LO) detectiornm,a( imstilon, fire k ontrol hlc k-on,

and weapon lAuLn1ch

* Nodel ing a&su nptions thait are ,1appr op0 late
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Also, the contractors may choose models that require system characteristics data

that are either difficult or virtually impossible for the intelligence community to

provide. Obviously, if threat models are either inadequate or cannot be

supported with available intelligence data, they are of little use to operators.

Probiems with threat models may not surface until operational evaluation or

until actual deployment of LO platforms. To lessen the probability of this

occurrence, the intelligence community, in coordination with the mission

planning and system acquisition communities, should, as a minimum, define the

level of detail and the spectrum of generic threats that developers must consider

in assessing the penetration capabilities of their LO platforms. Such definition

should ideally influence the specifications writing process when LO systems are

still in Phase 0 of the acquisition process (concept exploration and definition)

(Ref. 4). Also, the intelligence community should maintain good visibility into

the development of the threat models.

Alternatively, the intelligence community, with substantial support from the

mission planning and system acquisition communities, could choose to take on

the task of developing, validating, and providing threat models to LO platform

developers. The completion of this task would require a substantial investment.

Sentinel Byte/AFMSS Interface

To support unit-level operations, the Air Force intelligence community is

developing the intelligence workstation Sentinel Byte (SB). As currently planned,

SB Block Ii is designed to integrate threat data from several sources and prepare

files for transfer to the Air Force Mission Support System (AFMSS), the unit-level

mission planning systern being developed b. the Air Force. The primary

database to support SB is the MIIDS/IDB; in the future, it will be the Extended

Integrated Data Base (XIDB). Using this database, along with threat data

developed by theater intelligence as~ ets and threat informnation) COlleCted by

units, operations intelligence personnel will create an Sli Integrated Data Base.

This uit.-level datalbase wi ! tbe the source of throat infor-yia tion for threat and

penetration analyses, that will be performed on AFMSS. Because of the

importance of the SB/AFNISS inteiface, the Air Force intelligence community

must ensure that SB has the right data to support l.0 aircraft and cluise

missiles. The S1 dMata base ShMIMld inc1Iu lvJ' data oil e(eIvICI.l, -p i >serns'

e~f-tiveoess. deriv'cd from tily I UN I IN , Irts
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Mobile Threats, Airborne Interceptors, and AAA

Mission planning system developers and operators have not defined the

procedures for handling mobile threats in threat analysis and penetration

models. Conversely, the intelligence community has not defined the procedures

for collecting and providing this information in a timely manner to mission

planners. Therefore, the Air Force intelligence community should take an active

role in

" Assisting LO platform developers and operators in determining whether

there is a need for including mobile threats in penetration analysis for LO

aircraft and cruise missiles

" If inclusion is deemed necessary, establishing procedures for providing such

data in a timely manner to aircrews and cruise missile mission planners.

The intelligence community should also actively participate in discussions with

LO platform developers and operators to determine to what extent the modeling

of airborne interceptors and AAA should be included in the threat analysis and

penetration models to support route selection of LO aircraft and cruise missiles.

At a minimum, computer-based decision aids that assist aircrews and mission

planners in examining the risk of specific mission profiles to airborne

interceptors and AAA should be considered.

Operational Alternatives to Enhance LO Penetration
Capabilities

In the near-term, neither SB nor AFMSS will have ýhe capability to evaluate
the effects of coordinated aircraft or cruise missile strikes, or the effect of the

combination of RCS management and use of onboard or offboard p;,ssive and

active countermeasures. As a result, aircrews and nUssiion planners will have to

evaluate these eifects manually. In some cases (e.g., coordinated strikes), such

analysis will be done at the force level.

The capability of analyzing coordinated strikes should he incorporated into

force-level systems such is the Automatted Planning System. As previotusly

dis ussed, the effet'tive us' of such a capabilitY, in additior to I(jS R mnmaSent,

is important in planning 1.O missions in a high, overlapping tireat environment

The Air Force intelligence Lommunitx' should pdv an active rov by formulating

a method ot addIressring this shortcomring.
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Adaptive Route Planning

The development of onboard route modification capabilities would require that
NRT threat information be fed to the cockpit of aircraft. To be effective, the

intelligence information must fulfill the following three criteria: (1) contain
required attributes, (2) be accurate and timely, and (3) be formatted for easf of

integration with the onboard aircraft database. Adaptive rcute planning would
also require the development of analytical tools to assess the impact of these

adaptive routes on single aircraft and on multiple attack and support aircraft
"(timing, deconfliction, adapting paths of support aircraft, priorities, etc.).

Because the development of this capability is likely to require a substantial

investment, the intelligence community should be pro-active with platform

developers and operators in determining the added value of en-route route
modifications for LO aircraft. This deterrmination would, in tam, allow the

intel;igence community to determine the level of effort that should be allocated

to populatir.g the MIIDS/IDB fields as compared with improving the quality and
accuracy of NRT intelligence data.
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